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Aim

or tbis essay

The present essay aims to analyse the mode! presented by Piero Sraffa in the
$econd part of his book Production oJ Commodities by Means oJ
Commodities (1960). There already exist analyses of the first part of the
. book, dealing wilh single-product industries and circulating capitaI: for
example, the analyses by P. Newman (1962) and V. Dominedà (1962). But
to my knowledge tbere has been no mathematical analysis of the second
part of tne book, 'Multiple-Product Industries and Fixed CapitaI'. Il is
hoped, therefore, that the present analysis may prove useful, and that not
solely for the aim, shrewdly identified by Newman (1962), of 'trans[a/ [ing]
Srafià's work into the more widely used Walrasian dialect ofmathematical
economics'. My aim is above ali to analyse the logical foundations of
Sraffa's treatment and to attempt to enunciate hypotheses that make his
model viable. Such hypotheses are not always stated clearly and explicitly
by Sraffa, perhaps bccause he makes very limited use of the mathematical
language and so considers il unnecessary to specify the precise conditions
under which the relationships of which he writes are capable of having
sense.
But One of the advantages of translating arguments expressed in ordinary
language into the mathematical 'dialect' is that it enforces a rigorous
analysis of assumptions and 'does not allow one to leave anything to
'intuition' or to 'evidence'. One may risk being led astray if such evidence is
unccrtain or deceptively convincing. It goes without saying that, since the
I Originally published as 'II modello di STaffa per la produzione congiunta di merci a mezzo
di merci', L'illduSfria, no. l, 1%8, pp. 3-..' l8.

The formulation of the model we are interested in here is based 00 the
consideration of2k 2 quantities of commodities. which can be conveniently
indicated as the elements of two square matrices of order k.
We shall cali A and B these square matrices, their elements being,
(i, j = 1, 2, ... k). In a similar way to Sraffa
respectively, ai j and bi j
(1960, section 51), ai j indicates the quantity ofthe ith commodity that enters
as means of production into the jth industry, and bi} indicates the quantity
ofith commodity produced by thejth industry. Hence, the rows ofmatrices
A and B correspond to the commodities (understood respectiveJy as means
of production and as products) and the columns correspond to the
ìndustries of the economie system.
We shall indicate by

the vector the eomponents of which are the priees of individua] com-_
modities; therefore the first, second, third, kth component ofthe vector p is
the price of, respectively, thc first. secondo tbird, kth commodity. We shall
then indicate by

(1.1)
the vector the eomponents of whieh are the quantities of labour used by the
industries. FinaJly, we cali the rate ofprofit r (cf. SratTa, 1960, sectìon 4) and
the generai wage rate II!.
We shall adopt the conventions of matrix algebra as generally used
nowadays (cf. Manara-Nicola, 1967, Appendix Il): in particular, when we
indicate a vector x we shal! consider it every time as a row vector, i. e. as·a
matrix ofthe special order 1 x k; the colurnn vector having the components
of the vectoe x will be indicated by the symbol X r , i. e. as a matrix of order
k x 1 obtained from a row veetor, i.e. from a matrix of order 1 x k, by means
of transposition.
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(1.4)

we mean to indicate that all the elements ofthe matrix (or, respectively, the
components of the vector) are non-negative numbers, not excluding the
possibility that they may all be equal to zero.
With the conventions that we have decided to adopt, the fundamental
system of equations ofSraffa's model (cf. Sraffa, 1960, Section 51) is written
in the single equation
pA(1 +r)+wq = pB

(1.5)

Clearly, every component ofthe vector which is on the left-hand side of (1,5)
represents the production cast of a sin'gle industry (a cast including the cast
of acquiring commodities used as means of production, the reward of
capitai and wages far labour). The corresponding componeot of the vector
on the right-hand side of (1.5) represents the revenue of the above
mentioned industry.
From the economie meaning of equation (1.5) and of ils symbols we ean
immediately obtain that, for the matrices, the veetors and the constants r
and w, the following relationships must be valid:
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~
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B~O

( l.6)

P ~ O,

q~O

(1. 7)

r ~

w~O

(1.8)

O,

An observation of which we shalliater need to make use is that it is possi ble
arbitrarily to reorder the columns of the matrices A and B, making any
interchange, as long as the same interchange is carried out on the
components ofthe vector q. Simi'larly, it is possible arbitrarily to reorder the
rows of matrices A and B, making any interchange (even an interchange
that is ditTerent from the interchange that may have been carried out in the

p*

= pZ,

q*=qS,

A*

= Z-IAS

(1.9)

It is worthwhile pointing aut explicitly that the situation we are referring to
here does not occur in the case of single-product industries, considered in
the first part ofSraffa's book. Indeed, in the matrix considered there, it is not
possìble to reorder the rows and columns with ìnterchanges which are
different from one another, owìng to the different meaning that the
elements of the matrices have in that case.
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Coriditions of viability of the price system

We now propose to examine the conditions under which the fundamental
equation (1.5)- thc equation which, as wc have pointed out, establishes the
balance between revenues and expenditures of the various ìndustries of the
economie system under consideration-is vìable. In fact, it appears from
SrafIa's analysis that the purpose of the vector equation (1.5) (or of the
system of equivalent equations given in Sraffa, 1960, section 51) is to
determine the commodity prices when the other elements of the cquation
are fixed. It is quite obvious that such prices must constitute the
components of a positive vector, i.e. of a vector satisfying (1.7). Let us
suppose for the sake of simplìcity that aH the commodities under
consideration are basic eommodities (we shall come back later to the
distinetion between basic and non-basic commodities). The simplifying
hypothesis that we propose here yields the- consequence that equation (1.5)
should be sufficient to determine the price vector - of course, when certain
conditions are fulfilled. These eonditions are not enunciated in SrafIa's
work,and it is UpOl1 them that we shaH dwell at this point.
With this in' mind, let us write the fundamental equation (1.5) in the
following form:
IVq = p[B- A(l

+r)]

(1.10)

The analysis that we intend to make has the aìm of ìnvestigating the

ourselves to pointing out that without these hypotheses (or equivalents) the
model represented by (1.10) would not be 'viable',
VA I. The overall quantity of every commodity used as a means of
produetion is Iess than the total quantity of the same commodity produced
in the whole economic system.
In the vectar notation we are adopting, defining

5=[I,I,.,.IJ

(1.12)

hypothesis VA l may be expressed by the following relation:

[B  A) sr > Or

( 1.13)

VA 2. There exists at least one positivè vector of priees, p, such that the
value of the commodities used as means of production by every individuaI
industry, evaluated at those priees, is smaller than the value ofthe products,
also evaluated at those same prices.
This hypothesis may be translated ioto the following formula:

3f!{p> OJ\p[B - AJ > O}

(1.14)

This hypothesis is analogous to that implicitly ofTered by Leontief (1951)
for the 'viability' of his mode!.
We shall now indicate with X the set of column vectors with non-negative
components, i.e. define
(1.15)

Let us then denote with U (r) the set of column vectors belonging to X and
such that, far every vector XT of U (r), the following relation holds:

[B - A(I

+ r) )x T ~ Or

(1.16)

c10sed on the left-hand side and not empty. Simìlarly, let us denote with P
the set of vectors having non-negative components; i.e. let us define

P= {yly ~ O}

(1.20

We shall cali V (r) tbe set of non-negative vectors such that, for every vector
y of V (1"), the following relation holds:
y

[B - A (1 + r)] ,;::: O

(l.21

In other words, we define
V(r)

= {ylYEPAy[B-A(1 +1')]

~

O}

( 1.22

It is easy to demonstrate that set V(r) is also a convex polyhedral cane
froro hypothesis (1.14) it follows [har

(1.23

Consequently, it follows froro hypothesis (1.13) that, al least for one valu
of r (to be exact, for r = O), the set V (I") ìs nol empty. Since the vector
funclion of the real variable r given by the expression
y[B-A(l +r)J

(1.24)

is clearly continuous, it then follows, froiIl what has been said so far, that the
seI of values of l' (belonging lo the half-hoe defined by the relation (1.11) in
correspondence to which the sel V (l') is not empty) is an interval closed 00
the left-hand side.
Let us now make the following hypothesis:

UA 3,

det [B- AJ

1'0

(1.25)

This el)sures that, for at least one value 01' r (the value l' = O), the vectors
forming the rows of the matrix [B - A (1 + l')] are linear!y iodependent

necessary if the mode! under consideration is to have solutìons with
economic meaning. However, they are not yet sufficient. Indeed, if we
consider the fundamental equation of the model, which for the convenience
of the reader we shall write again in the form of (1.10),

wq=p[B-A(l+r)]
it is evident that the equation itself does not possess as a solution a priee
veetar which is positive for any veetar q of the quantity of labour absorbed
by the ind ustries of the system.
Thc validity of this ìs proved by the following example. Assume that

k=3

(1.28)

and eonsider the matrices A and B given in the following manner:

(1.29)

B ::
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~'l
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(1.30)

These two matrices satisfy hy,potheses VA l and UA 2, the latter being
clearly satisfied when we assume a veetor p given by
'p" = fl
L
, 1, l]

It is easy to verify that hypothesis UA 3 is al so satisfied.

(1.31)

q

= [l' 73,

1,66, 0'47J

yields the following priee veetor:
p

=

[11, l, -0'7J

-that is, a veetor of prices which are nol ali positive.
From the example just examined we can infer that, for the model
'viable', we must state some further hypothesis which will provid
condilions under which, in equation (1.10), given the values of r and
veetor q of quantities of labour yields a positive veetor of prìces, at
under the restrictive hypothesis we have aecepted, i.e. the hypothesis th
eommodities under eonsideration are basie eommodìties.
In order to state sueh a hypothesis, eonsider a matrix [B - A(l
corresponding to a value of r belonging to the interval defined a
end of section 3, Let us cali V'(r) the sei of veetors z given by the for
z=p[B-A(l+r)]
when p belongs to the set V(r). The set V'(r) eouJd be called the 'ima
V (r) by the Ifnear application given by the square matro. [B - A( 1 + r)
defined by the formula
V'(r)

= {zlz = p[B- A(l +r)J ApE V(r)}

From the definition that we have given of V' (r) it follows immediately
q E V'(r) - p = q (A - B (1 + r)J - l > O

Hence we may state the hypothesis we have in mind in the following

DA 4. Far any given value of r belonging to the interval ..I,the vec
belongs to the set V'(r). In mathematical terms:
rE.J- q E V' (l')

postulated by means afa suitable hypothesis on the matrices which we have
called A and B.
Further to c1arify this statement, we point out that the set of multìplìers
which give rise to the standard product is defìned by the equation
(I+R)Ax r =8x r

(1.39)

This vector equation is obtained from (1.5) by setting
r

=·R,

w

=

°

(1.40)

The components of the vector Xr (defìned but for a common multiplicative
factor) are coefficients of the linear combination of ìndustries which give
rise to the standard product. The equation (1.39) is a translation of the
system given by SratTa (1960, section 63). Here we assume that ali the
commodities considered are basic commodities. It will be explained why
this hypothesis is nol restrictive, and the reader will be able to translate our
equation, after the existence of non-basic products has been discussed
(section 6 below).
Equation (1.39) may also be written in the following form:
[B-A(I +R)Jxr= Or

(l.41 )

In accordance with c1assical theorems of algebra for systems of \inear
equations, this equation may be satisfied by a vector Xr, other than the null
vector, only if
det [8 - A (I

+ R)] = O

(1.42)

In addition, the economie meaning that Sraffa attributes to the standard
product makes sense if, and only ìf, the vector xr, associated with a value R
that satisfies (1.42), is defined as unique but far a multiplicative factor. This
occurs if the value
r= R

(1.43)

and in which we have
A -

C'l :'1 ]
1,09

B= [ 1-144

(1.4

1'144J
0·99

(1.4

lf we define

l+r=t

(1.4

then we can easily see that the equation
det [B - A t]

=O

(1.4

becomes, in this case,
0·21 t 2 - 0'4368 t + 0·229636

=O

(1.5
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which does not have any rea! root.
On the olher hand, it is easy lo verify that the matrices A and B, giv
respectively by (1.46) and (1.47), satisfy hypotheses VA l, VA 2 and VA
Consequently, for Sraffa's propositions to hold, it is necessary lo add t
following hypothesis.
VA 5. The algebraic equation, in the unknown r,
det[B-A(l+r)] =0

(1.5

has at least one real and positive root. This roct (or the smallest of the re

2 The terms 'real number' and 'real solutioD' are usW here in Ihe precise lecbnica! sense
rnalhernalics and not in Ihe ralher vague sense adoplcd by SrafTa (1960, section 5Oì. lo
section, indeed, so far as I caD understand, SrafTa uses the expression 'real Solulions' lo me
perhaps, 'solutions thal bave economie meaning' or 'solutions Ihat nave a eorrespondenee
realìly'.

(1.41) had at least two linearly independent veetors as solutions would be
eontrary to Sraffa's intentions. But this could only oeeur if the root p is not a
simple root far equation (1.51).
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The distinctioD between basic snd non-basic commodities

As is wetl known, the distinction between basie and non-basic commodities
is essential to $rafTa's analysis; this is beeause, among other reasons,
according to his peint of vìew, it is the former that determine the vector of
prices that satisfies the fundamentaI equation of his mode!.
The distinetion between basic and non-basic commoditìes is given in
Sraffa (1960, sections 58 ff.) and will be translated into the mathematical
notation adopted here. To this end, let us suppose that eertain m
eommodities of our economie system are non-basico Clearly,

m< k

(1.52)

and l'or convenience we may assume that.
k =j+m

U> O)

(1.53)

Making lise of the remark stated in seetian 2, we can imagine that we ha ve
reordered the rows of matrices A and B (and consequentJy aIso the elements
of the vector p) so that the commodities we are interested in correspond to
the last m rows of the matrices themselves,
To make things c!earer, after this reordering, we can consider each of the
matrices A and B as partitioned into two ather matrices: we srulll cali these
A', A" and B', B" respeetively. A' and B' are rectangular matrices of order
j x k, while matriees A" and B" are also rectangular but al' arder m x k. We
therefore write

[A']

A= -Alt ,

_[B"]

B- -B"

(1.54)

terms of having reordered the columns of matrix A and matrix B (and
therefore also the elements of vector q), in suco a way that the m columns
that form a base for the columns of matrix D are the last columns of such
matrices.
Assuming that this reordering has been carried aut, the condition stated
by Sraffa for the m commodities corresponding to the last m rows of
matrices A aod B to be ooo-basic can be traoslated in the following way.
Let us imagine that each ofthe matrices A aod Bis partitioned into four
sub-matrices, All' A l2 , A2l , A 22 and 8 11 , B 12 , B 21 , B22 , respectively.
Matrices All' B i l are squareoforderj; matrices A 22 ,B 22 are also squareof
order m. We have, therefore,
(1.56)

The commodities corresponding to the last m rows of the two matrices A
and Bare non-basic, according to Sraffa's definition, ifthere exists a matrix
T of order m x j such that
(1.57)

Matrix T is a matrix' obtained from the coefficients of the !inear
combination by means of which the first j columns of matrices A" and B"
(obviously after the reordering we have referred to) are ex'pressed by means
of the last m columns.
We may therefore construct the matrix M, square and of order k, in the
following way:
(1.58)

where I j and 1m are the identity matrices, of orders j and m respectively.

v

(1.62)
where, as already said, ql bas j components and q2 has m components,
Let us now put

li

(1.63)

= qM

It then follows that

li

=

[q l lq2],

(1.64)

where clearly

q = ql _ q2 T

(1.65)

Similarly, we may consider tbe vector of prices p as partitioned into two
sub-vectors of j and m components respectively, and we may write, on
analogy with (1.62),
(1.66)
We may finally imagine tbat we have multiplied both sides of tbe
fundamental equation of tbe model
pA(l +r)+wq = pB

(1.67)

on the Tigbt by matTix M.
Having dane this, and after rnultiplication on the rigbt by matrix M,
equation (1.67) may be replaced by ,the system of the following two
equations:
pl Ali (1
{

pl

A 12 (1

+ r) + wljl
+r)+p2

= pl B II

A 22 (l +r)+ wq 2 =

(1.68)
pl

B II

+p2

8 22

(1.69)

The vector equation (1.69) is a translation ~fthe systern of equations given
by STaffa (1960, section 62). We should poiot aut, however, that this system

v

it is also possible to solve equation (1.69), determining the prices ofthe other
commodities - when, of course, thc conditions allowing such solutions are
satisfied. AH remarks that we have made concerning the fundamental
equation (1.67), when ali the products are basie products, may now be made
about equation (1.68).lndeed, noI any choiee ofvector li I leads to a solution
that includes ali positive components of lhe priee veetor pl. On this
particular point we should have to state hypotheses simiìar to UA 4 (sceend
of section 4). However, it may final1y be pointed aut that, in the case of the
vector equation (1.68), the vector lil which appears there and is given by
(1.65) may not have positive components. Now, far the purpose of
constructing a standard product and in order to highlight the fact that some
commodities may not be basic, Sraffa gives an interpretation ofthe fact that
a linear combination of industries may yield coefficients that are not ali
positive (see the development of this argument in Sraffa, 1960, section 56).
But it seems that he has not thought it necessary to interpret negative
quantities of labour absorbed by industries. However, such a case needs
to be justified or interpreted, and we willingiy leave this task to the
econornists.
The construction of the standard product in the case of equation (1.68)
must be carried out following the procedure examined in section 5.
Consequently the possibility of such a construetion musI be ensured by a
hypothesis similar to UA 5, since it is not-ensured by hypotheses UA I, UA
2, UA 3 and UA 4 alone.
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